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Michio Ozeki




In the present paper we develop a method to determine the coset weight distributions and
covering radius of extremal ternary self-dual codes of various lengths. The notion of modi+ed
Jacobi polynomials is introduced and elementary aspects of it are discussed. Algebraic foundation
has much room for further investigations. Since the algorithms underlining in our approach to
this problem are sound, and we can get many numerical results as far as the computer runs in
a reasonable time. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
1.1. Basic notions
Let F3 =GF(3) be the Galois +eld of three elements. Let V =Fn3 be the vector
space of dimension n over F3, equipped with the usual inner product which is denoted
by
(x; y) = x1y1 + x2y2 + · · ·+ xnyn;
where
x = (x1; x2; : : : ; xn); y = (y1; y2; : : : ; yn) ∈ V:
The Hamming distance d(x; y) between two vectors x and y in V is de+ned to be
the number of indices i with 16i6n such that xi =yi. The Hamming weight wt(x)
is de+ned by d(x; 0), where 0 is the zero vector in V . The Hamming sphere Sr(u) of
radius r with center u∈V is the subset of V de+ned by
Sr(u) = {x |d(u; x)6r}:
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A ternary linear code C is a vector subspace of V . The dual code C⊥ of C is a
subspace of V de+ned by
C⊥ = {x ∈ V | (x; u) = 0 ∀u ∈ C}:




A self-dual code is a code C which satis+es C=C⊥.






where a	 is the Booring function of a.
A self-dual code C satisfying d(C)= 3n=12	+3 is called an extremal ternary self-
dual code.
1.2. Statement of the problem





holds for a given code C.
Notation. The least such r is denoted by (C).





where d=d(C) is the minimal distance of C and s(C⊥) the number of nonzero dis-
tances in C⊥.
















Here minz∈v+C wt(z) is the minimal value of the weights in the coset v+C (an element
of the coset space Fn3 =C). This value is called the weight of the coset v+C. Thus, (C)
is the maximal value of the weights of the cosets v+C (for v∈Fn3). Table 1 gives the
values of (d−1)=2	; s(C⊥); (C) for the +rst few ternary self-dual extremal codes.
The numbers marked ∗ will be determined by our present paper.
In earlier papers [1, 9–11] we developed a method to determine the covering radius
of binary self-dual binary codes. In this paper we show how to modify the method so
as to apply to ternary self-dual codes.





[4; 2; 3] 1 1 1
[8; 4; 3] 1 2 2
[12; 6; 6] 2 3 3
[16; 8; 6] 2 4 4 ∗
[20; 10; 6] 2 5 5 ∗
[24; 12; 9] 4 6 ? (possible to determine)
[28; 14; 9] 4 7 ?
[32; 16; 9] 4 8 ?
[36; 18; 12] 5 9 ?
[40; 20; 12] 5 10 ?
[44; 22; 12] 5 11 ?
2. An algebraic method to treat the problem
We treat the problem algebraically. We aim to treat not only the weights of the
cosets but all the weights in each coset. These information are important for analyzing
the eGectiveness of code C.






or in a homogeneous form




To capture the property of the weight function wt, one may consider the following
picture:
The symbol a1 implies the cardinality
a1 = |{i | ui = vi = 2 16i6n}|:
Similarly a2; : : : ; a9 are de+ned.
On this notations we introduce some functions:
u ∗ v = |{i | ui = 0; vi = 0 16i6n}|;
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u]v = |{i | ui = vi = 0 16i6n}|;
u“v = |{i | ui = 0; vi = 0; ui = vi 16i6n}|:
By de+nition we have
u ∗ v = a1 + a2 + a4 + a5;
u]v = a1 + a5;
u“v = a2 + a4
and, consequently,
wt(u + v) =wt(u) + wt(v)− 2u ∗ v + u]v
=wt(u) + wt(v)− 2u“v − u]v:
Thus, the coset weight enumerater Wv+C(X ) is rewritten as




Our starting point is to consider a polynomial in three variables (we call it a modi+ed
Jacobi polynomial):




From this polynomial one may easily obtain
Proposition 1. Let the notations be as above; then we get
Xwt(v)M -Jac(C; v; X; X−1; X−2) = Wv+C(X ):
Proof. In fact, one has














Now, we prove a basic transformation formula for M -Jac(C; v;X; Y; Z):
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Theorem 1. Let M -Jac(C; v;X; Y; Z) be a modi4ed Jacobi polynomial for a ternary
linear code C of length n. Then we have
M -Jac(C⊥; v;X; Y; Z)
=
1
|C| (1 + 2X )
n
[









(1 + !XY + !2XZ)(1 + 2X )
(1− X )(1 + XY + XZ) ;
(1 + 2X )(1 + !2XY + !XZ)
(1− X )(1 + XY + XZ)
)
;
where |C|=3n=2 and ! is the cubic root of 1: !=e2i=3.
Proof. To prove this theorem we need a +nite Poisson summation formula:
Lemma 1. Let u; a ∈ Fn3 and u(a)=!(u;a). the Hadamard transform fˆ of a mapping














For the proof of the lemma one may refer [7, pp. 141–144].
We return to the proof of the theorem. We take f(u)=Xwt(u)Y u]vZu“v, then the
polynomial M -Jac(C; v;X; Y; Z) is expressed as




By Lemma 1 one has
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!uiaiX wt(ai)Y vi]aiZvi“ai ;
where a=(a1; a2; : : : ; an); u=(u1; u2; : : : ; un); (a; u)=
∑n
i=1 aiui, and the de+nition of
the functions ] and “ are extended to each component. We observe that
∑
ai∈F3
!uiaiX wt(ai)Y vi]aiZvi“ai =


1 + !XY + !2XZ if ui = vi = 0;
1 + !2XY + !XZ if ui = vi;
ui = 0; vi = 0;
1 + XY + XZ if ui = 0; vi = 0;
1 + !X + !2X = 1− X if ui = 0; vi = 0;
1 + 2X if ui = vi = 0:
Further, we count the number of i’s (16n6n) such that ui = vi = 0 is given by u]v,
the number of i’s (16n6n) such that ui =vi; ui =0 is given by u“v, and likewise other
types of i’s are counted. Consequently, we get
fˆ(u) = (1 + !XY + !2XZ)u]v · (1 + !2XY + !XZ)u“v · (1 + XY + XZ)wt(v)−u∗v
(1− X )wt(u)−u∗v · (1 + 2X )n−wt(u)−wt(v)+u∗v
= (1 + 2X )n
{










(1 + !XY + !2XZ)(1 + 2X )




(1 + !XZ + !2XY )(1 + 2X )
(1− X )(1 + XY + XZ)
}u“v
:
From this the formula in the theorem follows.
The polynomial M -Jac(C; v;X; Y; Z) is better understood by homogenizing it:





We call the partial degree with respect to the variables u, v, and w (namely wt(v)) the
index of the homogeneous Jacobi polynomial HM -Jac(C; v; x; y; u; v; w).
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The homogenized modi+ed Jacobi polynomial is proved to satisfy the identity:
HM -Jac(C⊥; v; x; y; u; v; w)
=
1
|C|HM -Jac(C; v; x + 2y; x − y; u+ v+ w; u+ !v+ !
2w; u+ !2v+ !w):





















= HM -Jac(C; v; x; y; u; v; w):
Dehomogenization:
HM -Jac(C; v; 1; X; 1; XY; XZ) = M -Jac(C; v;X; Y; Z):
3. Connection with the theory of invariants for $nite transformation groups
3.1. Group of invariance for modi4ed Jacobi polynomials
If C is self-dual, it is known that 4 divides n. In this case HM -Jac(C; v; x; y; u; v; w)
satis+es














1 2 0 0 0
1 −1 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 1
0 0 1 ! !2












where ! is a cube root of unity.
For further algebraic investigation it is convenient to assume that the code C
contains 1 (all one vector).
This assumption will eliminate the important class of codes (code of lengths not
divisible by 12). We consider the picture
The condition (u; u)= 0 implies s1(u) + s2(u)≡ 0mod 3.
The condition (1; u)= 0 implies s1(u)≡ s2(u)mod 3, therefore we have
s1(u) ≡ 0mod 3 and s2(u) ≡ 0mod 3:
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The condition (1; 1)= 0 implies that n≡ 0mod 3. If we remark that
s0(u) + s1(u) + s2(u) = n;
we have s0(u)≡ 0mod 3.
Consider the substitutions
x → !x; y → y; u → !u; v → v; w → w;
then each term of HM -Jac(C; v; x; y; u; v; w) is multiplied by ! to the exponent
n− wt(u)− wt(v) + u ∗ v + wt(v)− u ∗ v = s0(u) ≡ 0mod 3:
Therefore, we have
HM -Jac(C; v;!x; y; !u; v; w) = HM -Jac(C; v; x; y; u; v; w):
If we denote the group of linear transformations, which leaves HM -Jac invariant by
Inv(HM -Jac), then we have
Inv(HM -Jac)  L2 = diag(!; 1; !; 1; 1):
Likewise, we have
Inv(HM -Jac)  diag(1; !; 1; !; !)
and
Inv(HM -Jac)  L3 = diag(%12; %12; %12; %12; %12);
where %12 is the 12th root of unity.
One may remark that as the size of the code C (i.e n) increases, the group of
invariance Inv(HM -Jac(C) will become larger. For instance if C has length 24, then
Inv(HM -Jac(C) contains diag(%24; %24; %24; %24; %24), the diagonal matrix with diagonal
entries all %24 the 24th root of unity.
Let G3 = 〈L1; L2; L3〉 be the group generated by L1; L2 and L3.
Our main strategy is +rst to study C[x; y; u; v; w]G3 , the ring of polynomials in the
variables x; y; u; v; w that are invariant under the natural action of G3. One major clue
for this is the Molien series &G3 (') for G3. One has
&G3 (')
=
1 + 91'12 + 474'24 + 287'36 + 11'48
(1− '12)5
= 1 + 96'12 + 944'24 + 4057'36 + 11811'48 + 27441'60 + · · · :
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3.2. Other groups of linear transformations
Let CW (C; x; y; z) be the complete weight enumerator for ternary code C:




where the exponents s0(u); s1(u); s2(u) are already explained.
As before we assume that C is self-dual and contains 1. Then we can show that the




























G1 = 〈M1; M2; M3; M4〉;
the group generated by Mi’s. The order of G1 is 2592. One also has the Molien series
&G1 (') for G1:
 G1 (') =
1 + '24
(1− '12)2(1− '36) :
The polynomials implied by the denominator and the numerator are known [8].
The group G1 has a subgroup H1. H1 consists of elements which leave the polynomial
(x3 + y3 + z3)2 − 12(x3y3 + x3z3 + y3z3)
invariant. The order of H1 is 1296, and [G1 : H1] = 2.
Molien series for H1 is well known:
&H1 (') =
1
(1− '6)(1− '12)(1− '18) :
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'6 corresponds to the above polynomial of degree 6, '12 corresponds to complete
weight enumerator of ternary Golay [12, 6, 6] code, and '18 corresponds to +18 which
is described in [14, p. 102].
3.3. Ring of simultaneous invariants for G and its Molien series
The polarization of the complete weight enumerator of ternary self-dual code is
invariant under the natural action of
G2 = diag(G1; G1)
= 〈diag(M1; M1); diag(M2; M2); diag(M3; M3); diag(M4; M4)〉:





×{1 + 44'12 + 467'24 + 1446'36 + 2487'48 + 2836'60 + 1992'72 + 913'84
+177'96 + 5'108}
= 1 + 48'12 + 653'24 + 3776'36 + 13 952'48 + 39 486'60 + 93 570'72
+195 411'84 + 371 290'96 + 653 949'108 + · · · :
The group G2 has a subgroup H2 of index 2: H2 = diag(H1; H1). Molien series &H2 (')




(1− '6)3(1− '12)(1− '18)2
×{1 + 4'6 + 29'12 + 78'18 + 128'24 + 163'30 + 138'36 + 72'42
+30'48 + 5'54}
= 1 + 7'6 + 48'12 + 653'24 + 208'18 + 1688'30 + 3776'36 + 7562'42
+13 952'48 + 24 110'54 + 39 486'60 + 61 909'66 + · · · :
A general study of the rings of invariants C[x; y; z; u; v; w]G2 , C[x; y; z; u; v; w]H2 ,
and C[x; y; u; v; w]G3 is not at hand, although we know some relations that exist
between them. For instance if we identify two variables y and z in an element of
C[x; y; z; u; v; w]G2 we may get an element of C[x; y; u; v; w]G3 . But this correspondence
is not subjective. This is seen by observing the coeLcients of the Molien series of G3
which are greater than those of the Molien series of G2.
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4. Explicit results
4.1. Reformulation of the covering radius problem by means of the invariants for G3
Let HM -Jac(C; v; x; y; u; v; w) be a homogeneous modi+ed Jacobi polynomial for
ternary code C of length n, the following is a homogeneous version of the Propo-
sition 1 and the proof is very similar to that of the Proposition 1.
Proposition 2. Let the notations be as above; then one has
X−nHM -Jac(C; v; X; X 2; X 2; X 2; X ) = Wv+C(X ):
Basically, we can determine Wv+C(X ), if we could know the values u]v and u“v for
all u ∈ C. Of many HM -Jac’s it is important to enumerate all HM -Jac’s such that v’s
is a coset leader of the coset v + C. Note that
v is a coset leader⇔wt(v)6wt(v + u) ∀u ∈ C
⇔ 06wt(u)− 2u ∗ v + u]v ∀u ∈ C
⇔wt(u)¿2u ∗ v − u]v ∀u ∈ C:
Any coset weight enumerator Wv+C(X ) comes from M -Jac(C; v;X; Y; Z) by way of
Proposition 1 or from the HM -Jac(C; v; x; y; u; v; w) by way of Proposition 2.
If a coset v + C has m (¿1) coset leaders, then such m coset leaders give rise
to m modi+ed Jacobi polynomials. Note that these m modi+ed Jacobi polynomials
may diGer, although they induces the same coset weight enumerator. One thing that is
certain is that the number of rigid vectors of weight k which has m congruent (modulo
C) coset leaders is m times larger than the frequency of the coset weight enumerator.
For example, in the ternary Golay code of length 12, which will be treated in the next
section, there are 440 · 4 = 1760 rigid vectors of weight 3, and in each coset there are
exactly 4 coset leaders. Therefore, there are only 440 diGerent cosets of coset weight 3.
With this remark in mind we can determine the complete coset weight distributions
of ternary self-dual extremal codes with lengths of smaller sizes (e.g. 12; 16; 20; 24). As
to bigger sizes of codes one must know algebraic structure of the ring C[x; y; u; v; w]G3 .
This knowledge will eliminate longer (in size and in time) computations. Also, the
knowledge will contribute to giving the good lower bounds for (C).
4.2. Ternary Golay code
Let G12 be the ternary Golay code of length 12. The complete weight enumerator
CWG12 is known to be
CWG12 = x
12 + y12 + z12 + 22(x6y6 + y6z6 + z6x6)
+220(x6y3z3 + x3y6z3 + x3y3z6):
We give homogeneous modi+ed Jacobi polynomials.
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First, we remark that upto weight 2 each coset has unique coset leaders. Otherwise
we could show the existence of codeword of weight less than 6, that is absurd. In the
coset of weight 3 there are 4 coset leaders in each coset of weight 3:
(i) There are 24 coset leaders of weight 1, and each such vector induces unique
homogeneous modi+ed Jacobi polynomial:
HM -Jac(G12; v1; x; y; u; v; w)
= ux11 + 12y11(v+ w) + 66x6y5(v+ w) + 110x2y9u
+132x5y6u+ 165x3y8(v+ w):
(ii) There 264 coset leaders of weight 2, and each such vector induces unique
homogeneous modi+ed Jacobi polynomial:
HM -Jac(G12; v2; x; y; u; v; w)
= x10u2 + 15(v+ w)2x6y4 + 72x5y5u(v+ w) + 60x4y6u2
60x3y7(v+ w)2 + 90x2y8u(v+ w) + 6y10(v+ w)2 + 20xy9u2:
(iii) There 1760 coset leaders of weight 3, and in each coset there are 4 coset leaders
of weight 3. But they all produce the unique homogeneous modi+ed Jacobi polynomial:
HM -Jac(G12; v3; x; y; u; v; w)
= x9u3 + 3x6y3(v+ w)3 + 27x5y4u(v+ w)2 + 54x4y5u2(v+ w)
+21x3y6(v+ w)3 + 54x2y7u(v+ w)2 + 27xy8u2(v+ w)
+3y9(v+ w)3 + 24x3y6u3 + 2y9u3:
By the process described before (see Section 4.1) we get all the coset weight distri-
butions for this code (see Table 2).
1 + 24 + 264 + 440 = 729 = 36 = |F123 =G12|:
4.3. Ternary extremal code of length 16
There is unique ternary self-dual extremal code of length 16 [3]. The weight enu-
merator of ternary self-dual extremal [16; 8; 6] code is given by
x16 + 224x10y6 + 2720x7y9 + 3360x4y12 + 256xy15:
As before we can determine the homogeneous modi+ed Jacobi polynomials of various
indices, and as a consequence we obtain complete list of coset weight distributions of
such code.
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Table 2
Coset weight distributions of ternary Golay code of length 12
Coset 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 No. of diG.
weight cosets
0 1 264 440 24 1
1 1 66 66 132 165 165 110 12 12 24
2 1 15 30 87 132 180 150 96 32 6 264
3 4 9 36 78 144 171 156 90 36 5 440
(i) There are 32 coset leaders of weight 1, and each such vector induces unique
homogeneous modi+ed Jacobi polynomial of index 1:
HM -Jac(C16; v1; x; y; u; v; w)
= x15u+ 140x9y6u+ 1190x6y9u+ 840x3y12u+ 16uy15
+42x10y5(v+ w) + 765x7y8(v+ w) + 1260x4y11(v+ w) + 120xy14(v+ w):
From this one has coset weight enumerator:
X−16HM -Jac(C16; v1; X; X 2; X 2; X 2; X )
= X + 42X 5 + 42X 6 + 140X 7 + 765X 8 + 765X 9 + 1190X 10
+1260X 11 + 1260X 12 + 840X 13 + 120X 14 + 120X 15 + 16X 16:
(ii) There are 480 coset leaders of weight 2, and each such vector induces unique
homogeneous modi+ed Jacobi polynomial:
HM -Jac(C16; v2; x; y; u; v; w)
= u2x14 + 204x7y7(v+ w)2 + 56xy13(v+ w)2 + 56x9y5u(v+ w)
+462x4y10(v+ w)2 + 672x3y11u(v+ w) + 714x6y8u(v+ w)
+7x10y4(v+ w)2 + 16y14u(v+ w) + 84x8y6u2 + 168x2y12u2 + 476x5y9u2:
One has coset weight enumerator of weight 2:
X−16HM -Jac(C16; v2; X; X 2; X 2; X 2; X )
= X 2 + 7X 4 + 14X 5 + 63X 6 + 260X 7 + 492X 8 + 918X 9 + 1176X 10
+1400X 11 + 1134X 12 + 728X 13 + 280X 14 + 72X 15 + 16X 16:
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(iii)-(i): There are 1792 coset leaders of weight 3 which induce the following ho-
mogeneous modi+ed Jacobi polynomial:
HM -Jac(1)(C16; v3; x; y; u; v; w)
= u3x13 + 48u3x7y6 + 54x8y5u2(v+ w) + x9y4u(17v2 + 26vw + 17w2)
+x10y3(4v2w + 4vw2) + 170x4y9u3 + 459x5y8u2(v+ w)
+x6y7u(300v2 + 624vw + 300w2) + x7y6(54v3 + 150v2w + 150vw2 + 54w3)
+24xy12u3 + 216x2y11u2(v+ w) + x3x3y10u(402v2 + 780vw + 402w2)
+x4y9(162v3 + 498v2w + 498vw2 + 162w3) + y13u(10v2 + 28vw + 10w2)
+xy12(27v3 + 77v2w + 77vw2 + 27w3):
From this one get (via Proposition 2) the coset weight enumerator
X−16HM -Jac(1)(C16; v3; X; X 2; X 2; X 2; X )
= X 3 + 4X 4 + 21X 5 + 80X 6 + 221X 7 + 504X 8 + 888X 9 + 1257X 10
+957X 11 + 359X 12 + 293X 13 + 705X 14 + 859X 15 + 412X 16:
(iii)-(ii): There are 1792 coset leaders of weight 3 which induce the following
homogeneous modi+ed Jacobi polynomial:
HM -Jac(2)(C16; v3; x; y; u; v; w)
= u3x13 + 48u3x7y6 + 54x8y5u2(v+ w) + 15x9y4u(v+ w)2 + x10y3(v+ w)3
+170x4y9u3 + 459x5y8u2(v+ w) + 306x6y7u(v+ w)2 + 51x7y6(v+ w)3
+24xy12u3 + 216x2y11u2(v+ w) + 396x3y10u(v+ w)2 + 165x4y9(v+ w)3
+12y13u(v+ w)2 + 26xy12(v+ w)3:
From this one get the coset weight enumerator
X−16HM -Jac(C16; v3; X; X 2; X 2; X 2; X )
= 2X 3 + 3X 4 + 18X 5 + 82X 6 + 222X 7 + 513X 8 + 876X 9 + 1260X 10
+954X 11 + 361X 12 + 294X 13 + 702X 14 + 866X 15 + 408X 16:
(iii)-(iii): There are 896 coset leaders of weight 3 which induce the following
homogeneous modi+ed Jacobi polynomial:
HM -Jac(3)(C16; v3; x; y; u; v; w)
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= x13u3 + 48x7y6u3 + 54x8y5u2(v+ w) + x9y4u(11v2 + 38vw + 11w2)
+x10y3(3v3 + v2w + vw2 + 3w3) + 170x4y9u3 + 459x5y8u2(v+ w)
+x6y7u(318v2 +588vw+318w2)+x7y6(45v3 +159v2w+159vw2 +45w3)
+24xy12u3 + 216x2y11u2(v+ w) + x3x3y10u(384v2 + 816vw + 384w2)
+x4y9(171v3 + 489v2w + 489vw2 + 171w3) + y13u(16v2 + 16vw + 16w2)
+xy12(24v3 + 80v2w + 80vw2 + 24w3):
From this one get the coset weight enumerator
X−16HM -Jac(C16; v3; X; X 2; X 2; X 2; X )
= 4X 3 + 12X 5 + 86X 6 + 224X 7 + 531X 8 + 852X 9 + 1266X 10 + 948X 11
+365X 12 + 296X 13 + 696X 14 + 880X 15 + 400X 16:
There are 15 680 coset leaders of weight 4. They induce diGerent rigid Jacobi poly-
nomials of index 4, but the coset weight enumerator is unique. One instance of rigid
modi+ed Jacobi polynomial is
HM -Jac(C16; v4; x; y; u; v; w)
= x12u4 + 24x6y6u4 + 48x7y5u3(v+ w) + 18x8y4u2(v+ w)2 + 4x9y3u(v+ w)3
+56x3y9u4 + 228x4y8u3(v+ w) + 288x5y7u2(v+ w)2 + 108x6y6u(v+ w)3
+12x7y5(v+ w)4 + 48xy11u3(v+ w) + 180x2y10u2(v+ w)2
+204x3y9u(v+ w)3 + 57x4y8u(v+ w)4 + 8y12u(v+ w)3 + 12xy11(v+ w)4:
From this one has the coset weight enumerator
X−16HM -Jac(C16; v4; X; X 2; X 2; X 2; X )
= 5X 4 + 24X 5 + 78X 6 + 220X 7 + 495X 8 + 900X 9 + 1254X 10
+1368X 11 + 1125X 12 + 700X 13 + 300X 14 + 84X 15 + 8X 16:
As a summary Table 3 gives the coset weight distributions of the ternary [16; 8; 6]
code.
4.4. Ternary extremal codes of length 20
By Pless et al. [12] it is known that there are +ve ternary self-dual extremal [20; 10; 6]
codes. In [12] these +ve are numbered as # 19, # 20, # 21, # 22, and # 23. In this
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Table 3
Coset 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 No. of diG.
weight cosets
0 1 224 2720 3360 256 1
1 1 42 42 140 765 765 1190 1260 1260 840 120 120 16 32
2 1 7 14 63 260 492 918 1176 1400 1134 728 280 72 16 480
3 1 4 21 80 221 504 888 1257 957 359 293 705 859 412 1792
3 2 3 18 82 222 513 876 1260 954 361 294 702 866 408 896
3 4 1 12 86 224 531 852 1266 948 365 296 696 880 400 224
4 5 24 78 220 495 900 1254 1368 1125 700 300 84 8 3136
paper we call these codes as Code 1, Code 2, Code 3, Code 4, and Code 5 in the
same order as in [12].
(1) When index equals 1, the number of coset leaders of weight 1 is 40. They
uniformly have the (inhomogeneous) modi+ed Jacobi polynomials
M -Jac(C20;1; v1; X; Y; Z)
= 1 + 84X 6 + 18X 6(Y + Z) + 2398X 9 + 981X 9(Y + Z) + 10 512X 12
+7884X 12(Y + Z)
+6432X 15 + 9648X 15(Y + Z) + 256X 18 + 1152X 18(Y + Z)
From this, one has the coset weight enumerator
X ·M -Jac(C20;1; v1; X; X−1; X−2)
= X + 18X 5 + 18X 6 + 84X 7 + 981X 8 + 981X 9 + 2398X 10 + 7884X 11
+7884X 12 + 10 512X 13 + 9648X 14 + 9648X 15 + 6432X 16 + 1152X 17
+1152X 18 + 256X 19:
(2) When the index of the modi+ed Jacobi polynomial equals 2, the number of coset
leaders of weight 2 is 760. Coset leaders in the +ve codes induce various modi+ed
Jacobi polynomials, but they de+ne the identical coset weight enumerator:
X 2 ·M -Jac(2)(C20;1; v2; X; X−1; X−2)
= X 2 + 3X 4 + 6X 5 + 27X 6 + 228X 7 + 468X 8 + 1350X 9 + 3432X 10
+5824X 11 + 8910X 12 + 10 176X 13 + 10 992X 14 + 8640X 15 + 5604X 16
+2376X 17 + 756X 18 + 240X 19 + 16X 20:
One instance of the modi+ed Jacobi polynomial of index 2 is
M -Jac(1)(C20;1; v2; X; Y; Z)
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= 1 + 60X 6 + 24X 6(Y + Z) + 3X 6(Y + Z)2 + 1252X 9 + 1146X 9(Y + Z)
+204X 9(Y + Z)2 + 3888X 12 + 6624X 12(Y + Z) + 2286X 12(Y + Z)2
+1344X 15 + 5088X 15(Y + Z) + 3552X 15(Y + Z)2 + 16X 18
+240X 18(Y + Z) + 516X 18(Y + Z)2:
(3) When the index of the modi+ed Jacobi polynomial equals 3, the number of coset
leaders of weight 3 is 9120. In +ve codes, there arise 17 types of modi+ed Jacobi
polynomial of index 3. We +nd the linear space L(Jac; 20; 3) spanned by all modi+ed
Jacobi polynomials of degree 20 and index 3 has three linearly independent polynomials
given below (the process needs long computations using a computer algebra system):
A1 =M -Jac(1)(C20;1; v3; X; Y; Z)
= 1 + 44X 6 + 24X 6(Y + Z) + X 6(5Y 2 + 14YZ + 5Z2)
+X 6(Y 3 + Y 2Z + YZ2 + Z3)
+614X 9 + 957X 9(Y + Z) + X 9(376Y 2 + 772YZ + 376Z2)
+X 9(41Y 3 + 113Y 2Z + 113YZ2 + 41Z3)
+1308X 12 + 3870X 12(Y + Z) + X 12(3054Y 2 + 6024YZ + 3054Z2)
+X 12(627Y 3 + 1923Y 2Z + 1923YZ2 + 627Z3)
+220X 15 + 1686X 15(Y + Z) + X 15(2950Y 2 + 5992YZ + 2950Z2)
+X 15(1292Y 3 + 3830Y 2Z + 3830YZ2 + 1292Z3) + 24X 18(Y + Z)
+X 18(176Y 2 + 320YZ + 176Z2)
+X 18(226Y 3 + 694Y 2Z + 694YZ2 + 226Z3);
A2 =M -Jac(2)(C20;1; v3; X; Y; Z)
= 1 + 44X 6 + 24X 6(Y + Z) + X 6(7Y 2 + 10YZ + 7Z2) + X 6(2Y 2Z + 2YZ2)
+614X 9 + 957X 9(Y + Z) + X 9(386Y 2 + 752YZ + 386Z2)
+X 9(36Y 3 + 118Y 2Z + 118YZ2 + 36Z3)
+1308X 12 + 3870X 12(Y + Z) + X 12(3012Y 2 + 6108YZ + 3012Z2)
+X 12(648Y 3 + 1902Y 2Z + 1902YZ2 + 648Z3)
+220X 15 + 1686X 15(Y + Z) + X 15(2996Y 2 + 5900YZ + 2996Z2)
+X 15(1269Y 3 + 3853Y 2Z + 3853YZ2 + 1269Z3) + 24X 18(Y + Z)
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+X 18(160Y 2 + 352YZ + 160Z2)
+X 18(234Y 3 + 686Y 2Z + 686YZ2 + 234Z3);
A3 =M -Jac(3)(C20;1; v3; X; Y; Z)
= 1 + 38X 6 + 29X 6(Y + Z) + X 6(6Y 2 + 10YZ + 6Z2) + X 6(Y 2Z + YZ2)
+632X 9 + 946X 9(Y + Z) + X 9(381Y 2 + 752YZ + 381Z2)
+X 9(39Y 3 + 122Y 2Z + 122YZ2 + 39Z3)
+1290X 12 + 3873X 12(Y + Z) + X 12(3033Y 2 + 6108YZ + 3033Z2)
+X 12(639Y 3 + 1896Y 2Z + 1896YZ2 + 639Z3)
+226X 15 + 1693X 15(Y + Z) + X 15(2973Y 2 + 5900YZ + 2973Z2)
+X 15(1278Y 3 + 3857YZ2 + 3857YZ2 + 1278Z3) + 20X 18(Y + Z)
+X 18(168Y 2 +352YZ+168Z2)+X 18(231Y 3 +685Y 2Z+685YZ2 +231Z3):
We also +nd that the mapping from the linear space L(Jac; 20; 3) to the linear space
spanned by all coset weight enumerators of coset weight 3 de+ned by Proposition 1 is
bijective. We denote the image of Ai under this mapping by 0i (i = 1; 2; 3). They are
given below:
01 = 2X 3 + X 4 + 6X 5 + 56X 6 + 142X 7 + 513X 8 + 1484X 9 + 3256X 10
+5934X 11 + 8557X 12 + 14 584X 13 + 6820X 14 + 8818X 15 + 5330X 16
+2556X 17 + 766X 18 + 200X 19 + 24X 20;
02 = X 3 + 2X 4 + 9X 5 + 46X 6 + 149X 7 + 528X 8 + 1480X 9 + 3245X 10
+5871X 11 + 8639X 12 + 14 588X 13 + 6866X 14 + 8711X 15 + 5368X 16
+2532X 17 + 806X 18 + 184X 19 + 24X 20;
03 = X 3 + X 4 + 7X 5 + 49X 6 + 157X 7 + 532X 8 + 1468X 9 + 3223X 10
+5875X 11 + 8657X 12 + 14 620X 13 + 6846X 14 + 8699X 15 + 5351X 16
+2546X 17 + 809X 18 + 188X 19 + 20X 20:





12 = 03 + 11 − 02:
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Table 4
\Type 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
Code 1 1920 2880 2400 240 480 160
Code 2 416 960 3168 2592 96 192 528 32 64 16
Code 3 320 3840 1920 320 160 960 480 40
Code 4 120 2880 2400 400 1680 480 80 8
Code 5 72 216 144 360 2376 3888 144 216 144 396 72 8 4
Table 5
\Type 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Code 1 22320 13440 5040 960 120
Code 2 22928 13664 4960 624 256 8
Code 3 24960 15360 2560 960 480
Code 4 23040 13600 5080 480 320
Code 5 25416 14256 4372 144 324 24 36 20
Then 17 types of coset weight enumerators are expressed as
type 1: 03 + 411 − 412; type 2: 03 + 311 − 312; type 3: 03 + 211 − 212;
type 4: 02; type 5: 03; type 6: 03 − 11 + 12;
type 7: 01 + 211 − 212; type 8: 01 + 11 − 12; type 9: 01;
type 10: 01 − 11 + 12; type 11: 01 + 03 − 312; type 12: 01+03−11−212;
type 13: 01 + 03 − 211 − 12; type 14: 201 − 11 − 212; type 15: 201 − 211 − 12;
type 16: 201 + 03 − 311 − 312; type 17: 301 − 311 − 312:
In each of +ve codes the number of cosets with weight distributions of the types
described above are given in Table 4.
(4) In the case of index 4, there are many diGerent rigid (note that a vector of weight
4 is not necessarily a rigid vector in [20; 10; 6] code) modi+ed Jacobi polynomials.
However, the mapping de+ned by Proposition 1 has a nonzero kernal, and the image
by this mapping has two linearly independent coset weight enumerators +1 and +2 given
below:
+1 = X 4 + 8X 5 + 42X 6 + 172X 7 + 551X 8 + 1452X 9 + 3190X 10 + 5816X 11
+8757X 12 + 10772X 13 + 10756X 14 + 8580X 15 + 5372X 16 + 2536X 17
+852X 18 + 176X 19 + 16X 20;
+2 = 2X 4 + 10X 5 + 39X 6 + 164X 7 + 547X 8 + 1464X 9 + 3212X 10 + 5812X 11
+8739X 12 + 10744X 13 + 10772X 14 + 8592X 15 + 5389X 16 + 2522X 17
















Weight 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 No.
coset wt
0 1 120 4360 26280 25728 2560 1
1 1 18 18 84 981 981 2398 7884 7884 10512 9648 9648 6432 1152 1152 256 40
2 1 0 3 6 27 228 468 1350 3432 5824 8910 10176 10992 8640 5604 2376 756 240 16 760
3 1 2 9 46 149 528 1480 3245 5871 8639 14588 6866 8711 5368 2532 806 184 24 1920
3 1 1 7 49 157 532 1468 3223 5875 8657 14620 6846 8699 5351 2546 809 188 20 2880
3 1 0 5 52 165 536 1456 3201 5879 8675 14652 6826 8687 5334 2560 812 192 16 2400
3 2 1 6 56 142 513 1484 3256 5934 8557 14584 6820 8818 5330 2556 766 200 24 240
3 2 0 4 59 150 517 1472 3234 5938 8575 14616 6800 8806 5315 2570 769 204 20 480
3 3 0 3 66 135 498 1488 3267 5997 8475 14580 6774 8925 5292 2580 726 216 24 160
4 1 8 42 172 551 1452 3190 5816 8757 10772 10756 8580 5372 2536 852 176 16 22320
4 2 10 39 164 547 1464 3212 5812 8739 10744 10772 8592 5389 2522 849 172 20 13440
4 3 12 36 156 543 1476 3234 5808 8721 10716 10788 8604 5406 2508 846 168 24 5040
4 4 14 33 148 539 1488 3256 5804 8703 10688 10804 8616 5423 2494 843 164 28 960
4 5 16 30 140 535 1500 3278 5800 8685 10660 10820 8628 5440 2480 840 160 32 120
5 6 45 180 555 1440 3168 5820 8775 10800 10740 8568 5355 2550 855 180 12 8288
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There are 8 diGerent types of coset weight enumerators:
type 1: +1; type 2: +2; type 3: 2+2 − +1;
type 4: 3+2 − 2+1; type 5: 4+2 − 3+1; type 6: 5+2 − 4+1;
type 7: 6+2 − 5+1; type 8: 8+2 − 7+1:
In +ve codes these coset weight enumerators appear in the frequencies described in
Table 5.
(5) In the case of index 5, there are also several rigid modi+ed Jacobi polynomials
of index 5. All such polynomials lead to a unique coset weight enumerator: 6X 5 +
45X 6 + 180X 7 + 555X 8 + 1440X 9 + 3168X 10 + 5820X 11 + 8775X 12 + 10 800X 13 +
10 740X 14 + 8568X 15 + 5355X 16 + 2550X 17 + 855X 18 + 180X 19 + 12X 20:
However, the frequencies of the cosets of weight 5 will diGer according to the +ve
codes. In Code 1 there are 8288 diGerent cosets of weight 5, in Code 2 the number
is 7744, in Code 3 the number is 5888, in Code 4 the number is 7680, in Code 5
the number is 5616. If we combine all the computations described above, we can
make tables of coset weight distributions for +ve codes. To save space, we only give
one instance (for Code 1) of such tables. The readers can make other tables along with
our line of eGorts, if they wish.
Coset weight distributions of ternary self-dual [20; 10; 6] Code 1 is given in
Table 6.
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